
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

WESTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS

IN RE: FORFEITURE OF COLLATERAL

HOT SPRINGS NATIONAL PARK

BUFFALO RIVER NATIONAL PARK

ORDER

On this /gc. day of April, 2005, it is hereby ordered by the Court:

That in the interest ofjustice, efficient court administration, and effective law

enforcement concerning the violation of the following rules and regulations while on any

property under the charge and control of the Hot Springs National Park/Buffalo River National

Park, collateral in the amount proscribed in Attachment 1 may be posted in lieu of the appearance

of the offender unless it is the opinion of the arresting or citing officer that the offense charged

was aggravated:

That upon the election ofthe person charged with such an offense to post said collateral

in lieu of appearance before the United States Magistrate Judge for trial of said offense, the

collateral in the amount listed in Attachment 1 opposite the offense shall be forfeited to the

United States. The posting of such collateral shall signify that the offender neither contests the

charge nor requests a hearing before the United States Magistrate Judge, and said collateral shall

be administratively forfeited;

That forfeiture of collateral shall not be permitted in lieu of the appearance of the

offender for a subsequent offense or offenses;

That there be maintained in the Office of the Clerk, and with the respective United States

Magistrate Judges, a current list ofthe petty offenses and fines applicable thereto for which

collateral may be accepted;



That pursuant to the foregoing provisions, the offenses for which collateral may be posted

in lieu of the appearance of the person charged are set out in Attachment 1 hereto.

This Order shall amend the previous Order entered by this Court, in that the sections,

numbers, offenses, and collateral amounts as set out in the specific provisions of said order are

set aside, and in lieu thereof, Attachment 1 hereto is substituted.

JMMLARRY HENDREN, CHIEF JUDGE

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

WESTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS

WES 0
APR 1 3 2005

BY
, DEPUTY CLERK.



? Actions from

, - 36 Code of Federal Regulations

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

WESTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS

Code Violation OLD NEW

Fine Fine

Part 1: General Provisions

1.5 (f) Violating a closure, etc. $25 $75

1.6 (g)(1) Engaging in an activitiy subject to a permit $100 $200

requirement imposed pursuant to this section without

obtaining a permit; or...

1.6 (g)(2) Violating a term/condition of a permit issued pursuant $100 $200

to this section

Part 2: Resource Protection, Public Use, and Recreation

2.1 Preservation of Natural, Cultural, and Archeological Resources

2.1(a)(1) Possess, destroy, injure, deface, remove, dig, or

disturb the following:

(i) Wildlife, fish, or parts except as allowed

(ii) Plants or parts (except fruit, berries)

(iii) Cultural, archeological, or Paleontological specimens

$50

$50

$100

$100

$100

$50

$50

$50

$100

$100

$200

$200

M/A

$100

(iv) Mineral or cave resources

2.1(a)(2) Introduce wildlife, fish, plants into park

2.1 (a)(3) Roll, throw rocks down hills, or in caves etc.

2.1 (a)(4) Remove firewood gathered in park from park

2.1(a)(5) Enter, climb on, an cultural or archeological resource

monument or statue

2.1(a)(6) Possess, deface, disturb, remove a structure, $100 $200

furnishings or fixtures, or other cultural or

archeological resources

2.1(a)(7) Possession/use of a mineral or metal detector $50 $100

2.1(b) Leaving a trail, shortcutting, when such activity has $25

been restricted by superintendent

2.1 (c)(3) Gathering or collecting the following is prohibited:

(i) Possess, gather non-edible natural products $25 $50

(iii) Remove natural products not authorized for personal $25 $50

use from park

(v) Sale or commercial use of natural products gathered M/A

in the park

2.2 Wildlife Protection attachment i



,2.2(a)(1)

2.2(a)'(2); .

2.2(a)(3)

2.2(b)f4)

AR G&F Reg:

02.13

AR G&F Reg:

03.03

AR G&F Reg:

03.03

AR G&F Reg:

03.04

AR G&F Reg:

AR G&F Reg:

06.03

AR G&F,Reg;

06.04 -<V > ,
AR G&F Reg:

06.07

AR G&F- ^

•Reg:11.03'tii
AR G&F Reg:

18.01

Unauthorized takir of wildlife

Feeding, disturbing, molesting wildlife

Possessing unlawfully taken wildlife

STATE LAW ADOPTED (Non-Conflicting State

hunting laws adopted)

Wiidlifechecking/recording.

Resident: No hunting license

Non-Resident: >No hunting license

Non- Resident possessing resident hunting license

Hunter Ed.!,Requirement: DOB after 12/31/1968

Illegal buck

lltegal^doel',!^ ■;ji|!s}i;i;!i^i , ■; \y\ . - n,

Failure to wear adequate hunter orange/chart.

Aidipg arid Abetting.iV;// ; •;
• 1 ! ^y 1 i' ,ih % k'f \Y\ '1*;' 1 j •, l •

^ j'i'. !. k will:ill ^'Pli't'" i;i
Hunting out of season

IIs '!.

AR G&F Use artificial light to view wildlife, expect as permitted

Reg:18.02 (a) (Legal furbearer hunting and taking of bullfrogs during

open season)

ARG&F.'"."

Ik
AR G&F Reg: Construct occupy stand in WMA

20.10

2.2(e)

$500

$50

$250

$50 (unless

specified)

$100

$100

$300

$300

$50

$150

,: ,:-. $i'5p,

$50

, r

$500

$100

..;

$100

Use artificial light to view wildlife, except as permitted $100

(Legal furbearer hunting and taking of bullfrogs during

open season)



$100

$50

M/A

$500

$25

$25

M/A

$50

$50

2.3 Fishing

2.3(a) STATE LAW ADOPTED (Non-conflicting) $50 (unless

specified)

AR G&F Reg: 9(A) Resident (B) Non-Resident w/o a license $100 •

03.02 .V '!

AR G&F Reg: Smallmouth < 14", or more than two, or any fish over $100

031.01 limit

AR G&F Reg: No trbutistampi^:., • '«•;.,. v,",' ;, ■, ;' ,;.'. ;-, •« ;,.:• •,.,.', ir ,, ■' $100

AR G&F Reg: Possession of fillet fish $100

031.18

2.3(d)(1) Fishing except by hook & line, attended (NOTE: SEE $50

7.35(a) trot lines, some gigging, etc. allowed)

2.3(d)(2) Possess or use unauthorized bait

2.3(d)(3) Chumming

2.3(d)(4) Commercial fishing, unless authorized

2.3(d)(5) Fish w/drugs, poisons, explosives, electric

2.3(d)(6) Digging for bait

2.3(d)(7) Fail to immediately release unauthorized or unwanted

fish

2.3(d)(8) Fishing from bridge $25

2.4 Weapons, Traps, Nets

2.4(a) Possess, use, discharge weapon, trap, or net except $50 $100

as authorized

2.4(b) Carrying/possessing a loaded weapon in a $100

conveyance (motor vehicle, vessel, or other mode of

transportation)

2.4(c) Use of a weapon, trap, or net in a manner that $100 $200

endangers persons/property

2.4(d) Violate permit to carry weapon , trap, or net $100

2.4(f) Carry or possess weapon, trap, or net in violation of $100

Federal or State laws

2.5 Research Specimens

2.5(a) Collecting research specimens without permit $100 $200

2.5(b) Violate terms of collecting permit $100 $200

2.10 Camping and Food Storage

2.10(b)(1) Digging, leveling ground at campsite $25 $50

2.10(b)(2) Leave equipment, refuse after departing site $25 $50

2.10(b)(3) Camping within 25' of main road/water hydrant except $25

in designated area



$50

$50

$50

$25

$25

$50

$100

$100

$50

$50

2.10(b)(4) Unreasonable noir between 10pm and 6am

2.10(b)(5) Install permanent camping facilities

2.10(b)(6) Display wildlife carcass (Except when taken during

legal hunting in park)

2.10(b)(7) Unauthorized connection to utility system

2.10(b)(8) Fail to obtain required camping permit

2.10(b)(9) Violate camping conditions established by

Superintendent (exceeding length of stay, camp in

hayfield, camp in any structure or building,

backcountry camping within 1/2 mile of developed

area except in designated areas)

2.10(b)(10) Camping outside designated sites or areas $25 $50

2.10(c) Violate terms of camping permit $50

2.11 Picnicking

2.11 Picnicking in closed area or in violation of established $25

conditions

2.12 Audio Disturbances

2.12(a)(1) (ii) Unreasonable noise from audio device or motorized $50

equipment

2.12(a)(2) Operate power saw without a permit in developed $25

area

2.12(a)(3) Operate portable motor, engine without a permit in $50

non-developed areas

2.12(a)(4) Operating a public address system without permit $50 $100

2.12(b) Violate terms of permit for audio / mechanical device $50 $100

2.13 Fires

2.13(a)(1) Lighting or maintaining a fire in an non-designated $25 $50

area

2.13(a)(2) Use of stove or lantern in violation of restrictions $25

2.13(a)(3) Fire, stove, lantern creates hazard, threatens, or $50 $100

damages property or park resources

2.13(a)(4) Leaving fire unattended $50

2.13(a)(5) Throwing or discarding lighted or smoldering material $50

in a manner that creates hazard or damage

2.13(b) Fail to extinguish fire properly $25



2.14 Sanitation and Refuse

2.14(a)(1) Dispose of refuse improperly (littering)

large quantity

2.14(a)(2) Use NPS refuse container for unauthorized trash

2.14(a)(3) Deposit refuse in plumbing or vault toilet

2.i4(a)(4) Drain trailer, vehicle waste in unauthorized area

2.14(a)(5) Bathing or washing items at public water outlets

2.14(a)(6) Polluting, contaminating park waters, water courses

2.14(a)(7) Dispose offish remains on land or in developed area

2.14(a)(8) Improper disposal of human body waste in developed

areas

2.14(a)(9) Improper disposal of human waste in non-developed

area: within 100' of water, or campsite, or within sight

of trail.

$25

$50

$25

$25

$25

$100

$25

$50

$200

$100

$50

$75

$50

$100

$100

2.15 Pets

2.15(a)(2)

2.15(a)(3)

2.15(a)(4)

2.15(b)

2.15(e)

Possess pet in closed area (building, public

transportation vehicle)

Failure to physically restrain at all times (61 leash)

Unattended pet left tied to object

Pet making unreasonable noise

Use of hunting dogs in violation of Federal or State

laws: Dog training/chasing for pleasure with dogs in

park prohibited or State fine

Violate conditions of park pet policy

2.16 Horses and Pack Animals

2.16(a) Use of animal other than horse, mule, burro, llama for

pack animal

2.16(b) Use of horse, pack animal in non-designated area.

Not allowed in developed campgrounds, tied within

100 feet of a water course, or on trails designated as

hiking only.

2.16(c) Use of horse, pack animal on park roads

2.16(d) Free-trailing, loose herding animals on trails

2.16(e) Failure to walk horse or pack animal past pedestrians

or bicyclists

2.16(f) Obstruct trail or make unreasonable noise while

horses or pack animals are passing

2.16(g) Violate superintendent's conditions for use of horses

or pack animals

$25

$25

$25

$50

$100

$25

$25

$100

$25

$100

$100

$100

$25

$50

$50

$50

2.17 Aircraft and Air Delivery



2.17(a)(1) Operate aircraft in on-designated area $100

2.17(a)(3) Deliver/retrieving 01 person(s) or objects except in $250

emergency

2.17(c)(2) Failure to remove downed aircraft under permit M/A

2.17(d) Use of aircraft not in accordance with FAA regulations $100

2.17(e) Operation of a hovercraft $100

2.17(f) Violate terms of permit for aircraft use $100 $250

2.18 Snowmobiles

2.18(b) State Law Adopted (non-conflicting) $25 $50

2.18(c) Use of snowmobiles in non-designated areas $50

2.19 Winter Activities

2.19(a) Skiing, snowshoeing, ice skating, sledding on road $25

open to traffic

2.19(b) Towing skier or sledder in non-designated area $25

2.20 Skating, Skate Boards, & Similar Devices

2.20 Skating/rollerblading/skateboarding is prohibited $25

2.21 Smoking

2.21 (a) Smoking in non-designated areas $25 $50

2.21 (b) Smoking in caves $25 $50

2.22 Property

2.22(a)(1) Abandoning property $100

2.22(a)(2) Leaving property unattended for longer than 24 hours $25 $50

except: persons on backcountry trips, U & O holders

& Agricultural

2.22(a)(3) Failing to turn in found property to park within a $50

reasonable time frame

2.23 Recreation Fees

2.23(b) Failure to pay entrance fee/recreation fee/camping fee $25 $50

2.30 Misappropriation of Property and Services

2.30(a)(1) Unlawful possession of anothers property M/A

2.30(a)(2) Failure to make payment for property or services $100

2.30(a)(3) Obtaining property of services by means of M/A

fraud/deception improper use of credit card, hot check

2.30(a)(4) Shoplifting and/or price altering $100



$50

$100

$100

$50

$100

$100

$100

$200

M/A

$100

$50

$50

M/A

$150

$100

$100

2.30(a)(5) Acquiring or possf -.ing stolen property M/A

2.31 Trespassing, Tampering, and Vandalism

2.31 (a)(1) Trespassing in closed areas

Trespassing on private property

Trespassing other

2.31 (a)(2) Tampering with property

2.31 (a)(3) Vandalism, destroying, injuring, defacing, or

damaging property or real property

2.32 Interfering With Agency Functions

2.32(a)(1) Interference, threatening, resisting, intimidating, or

intentionally interfering with a gov't agent

2.32(a)(2) Failure to obey a lawful order

2.32(a)(3) Providing false information to the following is

prohibited:

(i) To person investigating accident or violation

(ii) Providing false information on permit application

2.32(a)(4) Knowingly giving a false report

2.33 Report of Injury or Damage

2.33(b) Failure to report injury/damage over $300 $25 $50

2.34 Disorderly Conduct

2.34(a)(1) Disorderly conduct, fighting/threatening/violent $100 $250

behavior

2.34(a)(2) Language/utterance/gesture/obscene act or display $100 $150

2.34(a)(3) Unreasonable noise $100

2.34(a)(4) Creating hazardous or physically offensive conditions $100

2.35 Alcoholic Beverages and Controlled Substances

2.35(a)(2) (i) Sale/gift of alcohol to person under 21 except as $100 $250

allowed by State law

2.35(a)(2) (ii) Possession of alcohol by person under 21 except as $100

allowed by State

2.35(b)(1) Delivery of a controlled substance

2.35(b)(2) Possession of a controlled substance

2.35(c) Under influence of alcohol/controlled substance to

degree that endangers self/others/property/park

2.36 Gambling

2.36(a) Gambling in any form in park area $25 $50

M/A

$100

$50

$200

$100



2.37 Noncommerical Solf 'ting

2.37 , Solicting gifts, services, money or goods is prohibited $25 $100

2.38 Explosives

2.38(a) Unauthorized use or possession of explosives $250 $500

2.38(b) Unauthorized use or possession of $25 $50

fireworks/firecrackers

2.38(c) Violate terms of permit issued for explosives $100

2.50 Special Events

2.50(e) Violation of terms/conditions of permit $250

2.51 Public Assemblies/Meetings

2.51 (a) Failure to obtain permit for public $50 $100

assemblies/meetings

2.51 (h) Impeding traffic/harassing visitors $50 $100

2.51 (j) Violation of terms/conditions of permit $100

2.52 Sale or Distribution of Printed Matter

2.52(a) Sale/distribution of printed matter without permit $50 $100

2.52(h) Impeding traffic/harassing visitors $50 $100



2.60 Livestock Use and f riculture

2.60(a) . Unauthorized grazing, herding, pasturing, etc. of

livestock

2.60(b) Violate terms of permit for livestock use

2.61 Residing on Federal Lands

2.61 (a) Residing in park areas without permit/lease

2.61 (b) Violation of terms/conditions of permit

2.62 Memorialization

2.62(a) Unauthorized installation of memorial/monument

2.62(b) Scattering human ashes without permit

2.62(c) Violate established conditions for memorialization

2.62(d) Violate terms of permit for memorialization

Part 3: Boating and Water use Violations

3.1 Applicable Regulations

3.1 (a) Applicable sections of Title 14, U.S.C., Title 33 CFR,

Title 46 CFR, Title 49 CFR, and non-conflicting State

law

$100

$100

$100

$100

$25

$25

$25

$25

$200

$100

$50

$100

$100

AR G& F
^ ™ Equipment violation (lights, etc.)

Reg: 43.02

ARG& lfH,'"j! £! ActSOS^CBlass/fasten.cppler lid,| itter

° e" " Display of boat registration number required

3.2 Use

3.2(b) Unauthorized use of NPS identifying markings

3.4 Accidents

3.4(b) Failure to report boating accident

3.5 Inspections

3.5(c) Violate directions to correct hazardous conditions or

terminate boating operations

$100

$25

$50

$50 (unless

specified)

$100

. ,$100

$100

$50

$100

3.6 Phohibited Operations



3.6(a) Operate or allowir another to operate in a reckless , $250

or negligent manner, or in a manner likely to endanger

person or property

3.6(b) Operate under influence of alcohol or controlled $500

substance

3.6(c) Failure to observe regulatory marker restrictions

3.6(d)(2) Operate vessel over 5 MPH or create wake within

100' of diver's marker or swimmer

3.6(f) Riding on gunwale, transom or bow of vessel being

operated over 5 MPH

3.6(g) Attach to or interfering with navigational aid

3.6(h) Launch boat by trailer at undesignated site

3.6(i) Launch motorized vessel at undesignated site

3.6(k) Launch or operate airboat

3.20 Water Skiing

3.20(a) Water skiing (Prohibited at Buffalo) $50

3.21 Swimming and Bathing

3.21 (a)(1) Swimming in a closed area

3.21 (a)(2) Swimming in violation of restrictions

3.21 (a)(3) Swimming from vessels which are underway

3.23 Scuba and Snorkeling

3.23(b) Diving in area open to power boats without displaying $25

divers flag

3.24 Personal Watercraft Prohibited (PWC)

Part 4: Vehicles and Traffic Safety Violations

4.2 State Law Adopted (Non-conflicting State traffic laws

adopted)

AR'Code: 3-;^ [/ »;:'",!
305 'V,•■'''•'••'spirits,ji'case'ipfBeer)s [ ■' !> ,,■' ". ■' ! r- j 'i}
AR Code: 5- Driving with suspended DL due to prior DWI

65-105

M/A

$25

$25

$50

$25

$50

$25

$25

$50

$50

$50

$100

$25

$25

$25

$75

$75

$75

$50

$50

$50 (unless

specified)

, $200.

M/A



AR.Gode:■ 27-;No, vehiclei-tags { ,; , ■ ,

14304 ;"'■ !" •' '"■ ■'• '^\V'S--' :';' • . ,!
AR Code: 27- Fictitious vehicle tag

14-305

AR Code: 27-Expired vehicle tag

14-601 : .,.'.,,

AR Code: 27- Driving w/suspended, cancelled or revoked license

16-303

AR Code: 27t Driving on expired or no DL . ; .

16-602(a) .'" ' ":..!'• : : ; :
AR Code: 27- No liability Insurance (confiscate plate, provide temp

22-104 plate, send notice and plate to ODS).

AR Code: 27-;No Tailjl^m^eflector/LPN light , ! !! ,l ,/•,

AR Code: 27- No stop/turn signals

36-216

50-
iV

4.4 Report of Motor Vehicle Accident

4.4(c) Failure to comply with reporting requirements $100

regarding MVA's

4.10 Travel on Park Roads and Designated Routes

4.10(a) Operating vehicle off established/designated route (In $50

developed campground - see compendium)

$100

$150

$100

M/A

$100

$250

$50

$50'

'•M/A ".

$100

4.10(c)(1) Operate vehicle without pneumatic tires $50

4.10(c)(2) Operate vehicle causing unreasonable damage to $250

road

4.11 Load, Weight and Size Limits

4.11 (a) Violating State load, weight, size limits

4.11(b)(1) Operate vehicle over load, weight, size limits

4.11 (b)(2) Failure to obtain permit when required

4.11 (b)(3) Violating terms of permit

4.11 (b)(4) Operating vehicle with side mirrors extending over 10"

beyond side while not towing a second vehicle

4.12 Traffic Control Devices

4.12(a) Failure to comply with traffic control device $25

(parking signs)

$100

$100

$100

$100

$25

$200

$200

$200

$200

$50

$25

4.13 Obstructing Traffic



4.13(a) Stopping/parking r ehicle upon roadway $50

4.13(b) . Operating so slowly as to interfere with flow of traffic $50

4.14 Open Container of Alcoholic Beverage

4.14(b) Open container of alcohol in a vehicle $50 $100

4.15 Safety Belt

4.15 Failure to use vehicle safety belt $25 $50 adult

$100 child

restraint

4.20 Right of Way

4.20(a) Failure to yield the right of way to pedestrians or $50

saddle & pack animals

4.21 Speed Limits

4.21 (c) Operate in excess of the speed limit 25 + $5/mi over the limit

4.22 Unsafe Operation

4.22(b)(1) Operating vehicle without due care/unreasonable $100

speed for the conditions

4.22(b)(2) Operating a motor vehicle to cause skid or tire squeal, $50

etc.

4.22(b)(3) Failure to maintain control of vehicle $100

4.22(b)(4) Operate vehicle with passenger:

(i) In or on a towed vehicle, trailer, etc. (unless designed $50

for hauling people)

(ii) Allowing a passenger to ride on exterior of motor $50

vehicle (except passengers riding inside truck beds)

4.23 Operating Under the Influence of Alcohol or Drugs

4.23(a)(1) Operating under the influence to degree that renders $500 M/A

incapable of safe vehicle operation

4.23(a)(2) Operating with a BAC of .08 or greater M/A

4.23(c)(2) Refusal by operator to submit to test(s) to determine State M/A

alcohol and/or drug content Penalty



4.30 Bicycles

4.30(a). . Bike riding in an undesignated area $25

4.30(d)(1) Possess bicycle in designated wilderness $50

4.30(d)(2) Operate bicycle without exhibiting light reflector in low $25

visibility, night

4.30(d)(3) Operating bicycles with 2 or more abreast $25

4.30(d)(4) Operate bicycle while consuming or carrying open $50

container of alcoholic beverage

4.31 Hitchhiking

4.31 Hitchhiking or soliciting transportation in undesignated $25 $50

area

Part 5: Commercial and Private Operations Violations

5.1 Advertising

5.1 (a) Display/post/distribute commercial advertisement $50 $100

without permit

5.2 Alcoholic Beverage; Sale of Intoxicants

5.2(a) Unlawful sale of alcohol-violate Federal, State, and $50 $100

Local Laws

5.3 Business Operations

5.3(a) Engage in business operations without permit $100 $500

5.5 Commercial Photography

5.5(a) Commercial television, sound track, or motion pictures $500

except for bona fide news reel or news T.V.

5.5(b) Still photography for the purpose of commercial $500

advertising w/o permit

5.6 Commercial Vehicles

5.6(b) Commercial vehicle on park roads (use not related to $100

park business)

5.7 Construction of Building or Other Facilities

5.7(a) Construction of structures , etc. without permit M/A

5.8 Discrimination in Employment Practices

5.8(a) Discrimination in employment practices or against any M/A

employee

5.8(b) Failure to post required non-discrimination notice $25



5.9 Discrimination in Fur shing Public Accommoda'" >n &

Transportation Services

5.9(a). Discrimination in funishing public accommodations or M/A

services

5.9(b) Proprietor fails to post required non-discrimination $25

notice

5.13 Nuisances

5.13(a) Creating/maintaining a nuisance (Exclusive $100

Jurisdiction)

5.14 Prospecting, Mining and Mineral Leasing

5.14(a) Prospecting, mining except as authorized by law $100 M/A

Part 7: Special Regulations - Hot Springs National Park

7.18(a) Operating passenger earring vehicles w/o permit (taxi, $200

etc.)

7.18(b) Unautorized taking of water from hot springs $300

Part 7: Special Regulations - Buffalo National River

7.35 Violating Special Conditions

7.35(a)(4) Violate special conditions for fishing established by $50

Superintendent

7.35(b)(2) Violate special conditions for taking of frogs, turtles or $50

crayfish established by Superintendent

7.35(c)(1) Operating vessel with over 10 hp engine $50 $100

7.35(c)(2) Operate vessel propelled by motor above Erbie Ford $50



Seler ?d Violations from

USC 16,18, and 21

Code Violation Fine

16 USC

16 usc 433 American antiquities: appropriating, M/A

excavating, injuring or destroying any

historic , prehistoric ruin, monumnet,

object of antiquity

16 usc 470 (ee) Archeological Resources Protection M/A

Act: Excavating, removing,

damaging, altering or defacing any

archeological resource or selling,

purchasing, exchanging,

transporting, or receiving the same
16 usc 3372 Illegally taken fish and wildlife: M/A

Imports, exports, transports, sells,

receives, acquires, or purchases any

fish or wildlife or plant taken or

possessed.
16 usc 3372 Lacey Act: importing, exporting, M/A

selling, purchasing wildlife or parts

with a market value in excess of $350

18 USC

18 usc 111 Assaulting, resisting, or impeding a M/A

Federal officer

18 use 113 Assault by striking, beating, or M/A

wounding, assault with a dangerous

weapon, etc.

18 use 231 (a) 3 civil disorder: Commits or attempts M/A

to obstruct, impede, interfere with any

LEO engaged in official duties

incident to and during the

commission of civil disorder.



18 use 641 Theft / em\ zzlement / destruction of ' A

public money, property, or records

18 use 661 Theft of private property (exceeding M/A

$100 in value)

18 use 662 Knowingly receive/possess stolen M/A

private property

18 use 751 Prisoners escaping from in custody M/A

of institution or officer

18 use 792 Harboring or concealing persons who M/A

knows or reasonably suspects has

committed or is about to commit an

offense

18 use 1361 Malicious mischief of Government M/A

property or contracts

18 use 1855 Timber set afire M/A

18 use 2111 Robbery, taking from another person M/A

within park

18 use 2114 Robbery of personal property of U.S. M/A

18 use 2241 (a) - Sex Crimes, assorted M/A

2243 (a)

21 USC

21 USC 84i(a)(i) Manufactures, distributes, or M/A

dispenses, or possesses with intent

to manufacture, distribute,

ordispense a controlled substance

21 use 841(5) Cultivation of controlled substance on M/A

Federal Property

21 use 844 Simple possession of a controlled M/A

substance

21 use 859 Distribution of a controlled substance M/A

to persons under 21 years of age



Selections om Arkansas State Law

Code Violation Fine

Crimes Against Persons

Minors:

5-27-204 Endangering the welfare of a minor 2nd M/A

Degree (Class A Misdemeanor)

5-27-221 Permitting child Abuse (Class A M/A

Misdemeanor)

5-27-205 Contributing to the delinquency of a minor M/A

3-3-202 Furnishing liquor to a minor M/A

Crimes Against Public Order

Intoxicants:

3-8-312 Sale of Alcohol (Misdemeanor) M/A

3-3-305 Over Possession of alcohol (Misdemeanor) $100

Other Public Disturbances:

8-6-406 Illegal dumping (Misdemeanor) M/A

5-73-120 Carrying a prohibited weapon (Class A M/A

Misdemeanor)

5-62-101 Cruelty to animals (Class A Misdemeanor) $200

Obstructing Justice

5-54-125 Fleeing (Class A Misdemeanor) M/A

27-53-102 Leaving scene of accident w/property M/A

damage (Misdimeanor)

Hazardous Traffic Violations

The Following are 36 CFR 4.2 State Law Adopted Fines:

Driving While Intoxicated (DWI):

5-65-103 DWI #1 (Misdemeanor) M/A

with accident and injury M/A

5-65-103 DWI #2 (Misdemeanor) M/A

with accident and injury M/A

5-65-103 DWI #3 (Misdemeanor) M/A



with accident 2 1 injury M/A

Failure to Yield:

27-51 -503 Failure to yield $25

with accident M/A

27-51-901 Failure to yield to emergency vehicle $100

27-51-1004 Failure to stop for bus $100

27-51-305 Following too close $25

with accident M/A

27-51-208 Impeding traffic $25

Passing:

27-51-307 Passing on double yellow $25

27-51-307 Passing on crest or curve $25

27-51-308 Driving off pavement on right $25

27-51-307 Passing within 100' of bridge $25

27-51-307 Passing within 100' of oncoming vehicle $25

27-51-307 Passing with accident M/A

27-51-1004 Passing a school bus $100

Load Violations:

27-35-110 Insecure load/spilling load on highway $25

27-37-204 No flag or lights on extended load $25

Equipment:

27-31-501 Defective equipment $25

27-34-104 No child passenger protection $25

27-20-104 No helmet $25

27-37-202 No hom $25

27-37-305 No mirror on obstructed view $25

27-37-601 No muffler $25

27-37-702 No seat belt $25

27-36-215 No tail light $25

27-36-209 One or no headlights $25

27-32-104 Unsafe vehicle $25

Other Hazardous Violations:



.27-51-301 Driving left of c iter $25

27-36-211 Failure to dim headlights $25

27-51-1403 Failure to maintain control $25

27-51-401 Improper turn $25

27-51-61 Running a stop sign $25

Any of the above with accident M/A

Licensing Violations

Driver's License:

27-16-303 Driving with suspended D.L. M/A

5-65-105 Driving w/ suspended D.L. due to prior DWI M/A

27-16-602 Driving with expired D.L. $30

27-16-602 Driving with no D.L. $30

27-16-601 No D.L on person $30

27-20-106 Driving with no motorcycle license $30

27-16-304 Permitting unlicensed person to drive $30

27-16-302 Unlawful use of D.L. $30

27-16-804 Violation of restricted D.L. $30

27-23-100 Driving with no C.D.L. $50

Tags, Title, Registration:

27-14-304 Expired tags $30

27-14-901 Failure to deliver title $30

27-14-306 Fictitious tags $30

27-14-701 Foreign vehicle tags $30

27-14-306 Improper use of tags, title or registration $30

27-14-1701 Improper use of tags, title or registration $30

27-32-109 No inspection $30

27-14-304, No tags $30

314

Insurance:

27-22-103 No liability insurance #1 $200

27-22-103 No liability insurance #2 M/A

27-22-103 No liability insurance #3 M/A



Select Arkans t Game & Fish Violations

The following are 36 CFR 2.2 (b) (4) State Law Adopted Fines

Code

Fishing:

03.02

31.01B

32.01

Hunting:

03.03

03.03

03.04

03.05

02.13

18.01

18.02

18.04

06.03

06.04

06.07

Violation

Resident & Non-Resident Fishing w/o a

license

Smallmouth bass under 14" or more than

two and any fish over limit

Fishing with electrical devices, firearms,

explosives, toxic, stupefying, or killing

substance

Resident hunting w/o a license

Non-resident hunting w/o a license

Non-resident illegally possessing a

resident license

Hunter Education Certificate requirements

(required for D.O.B. after 12/31/68

Wildlife harvest recording & checking

requirements

Hunting out of season

Night hunting

Hunting from a road

Illegal buck (Antlers less than 2")

Illegal doe

Failure to wear hunter orange during gun

season

Fine

$50

$100

$500

$100

$300

$300

$25

$100

$500

$500

$100

$150

$150

$50

Trapping:

24.01 Trapping prohibited on Buffalo River WMA $100

Dogs:



09.01 Hunting dog wi no license i $50

22.03; ' Hunting deer with dogs in a WMA $100

General:

11.01 Refusing inspection $100

11.02A Fleeing an officer $100


